Fishing in the “Garden” of Redfish
By Dave Lujan; Member Virginia Coastal Fly Angler (VCFA)

One of the most challenging and rewarding fishing adventures I have ever experienced was
sight casting to floodtide Redfish in the Timucuan Ecologic & Historic Preserve (west of Amelia
Island, north of Jacksonville FL) this past week. I spent four amazing days this October (15-18)
2020 with a friend and guide Rami Ashouri. Now here is the game: the salt marsh floods the
Spartina Grass, the Redfish get on those grass flats to chomp on tasty crabs, snails, and baitfish;
these fish are in very shallow water, so they tail getting around. They also slurp stuff in the
surface when they are not nose down picking crabs in the grass. When they are nose down,
their tail sticks up! This is how you find them. Then all you have to do is cast a little crab
pattern at them and let them eat it, simple right? Not so much…read on
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First you need a skiff that floats shallow and is able to poled around, the tide moves that water
in and you need to be in place to take advantage of that water as it flows into the Spartina
grass. Rami (guide) is very familiar with this complex ecological system; it takes experience and
knowledge to place yourself in a position to ambush these fish. I can’t tell you how many miles
we travelled on his Hells Bay skiff, but it was a lot. Rami found some great flats and gave me
plenty of opportunities to embarrass myself!
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A little about equipment, I had two 8wt rods rigged with RIO Bonefish Quick Taper WF8F line,
you need to be able to cast quickly and with minimal back casts, and you need to be accurate.
Did I say you need to be accurate? You sure do, and you have to be accurate, with any type of
wind. I have been fly fishing since the early 80’s and let me tell you, the sight of a 30+ inch fish
in a foot of water, gobbling crabs, at 40’ will make your knees shake. Bottom line you need to
be confident in your ability to cast accurately regardless of the wind condition, if you want to
have a chance at hooking a fish. My leaders were self-made 9-10’ and they tapered to 12lbs,
which was too light for the grass encountered. I eventually made a change to a 15lb tippet, and
probably could have done well with 20lb tippet. The flies were size 4 gurglers or size 4 or 2 crab
patterns. You also need a good pair of polarized glasses, I use Costa’s. The first two days were
not windy at all, so the bugs were all over us, you need good neck and head cover, and long
pants. The last two days were super windy, 20kts of wind at least, so bugs not a factor, but
casting was difficult.
Once on the flats, Rami’s experience began to show, he could find fish that I definitely would
have missed! There are all kinds of signs that signal a fish, the size of a wake, the slurp, the
subtle tailing, or just loafing around looking for a good spot to eat. When they are cruising and
its shallow enough, you’ll see the whole top of the fish swimming, or rolling. The clock position
and distance between you and the guide are very important. I use my rod to point and the
guide adjusts my direction and distance, once you see the fish the guide is targeting then the
game begins. I have to say that many times Rami was talking about a different fish than I was
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looking at. Not too big a deal since they tend to be in the same area. There were also times I
never saw the fish he saw from the platform. In those cases, you just have to listen very
carefully at the direction and distance, you’ll eventually pick it up.
Casting at the fish, it is very critical that you know the direction the fish is moving or eating in, if
the fish is eating with his head buried in the grass, the fly needs to drop right in front. If he is
moving along and eating the fly needs to land ahead of the fish, you also need to overshoot the
distance by a foot or so, so you can strip the fly into view. Once that Redfish feels the fly near
him, you need to twitch it slowly…slooowly. You will feel the fish take the fly, when you do,
“strip set” and make sure your stripped line is not tangled because all hell will break loose when
you hook him.

So here are some of my foibles. The first fish I got to eat, I didn’t strip set because I was so
excited, I pulled the gurgler out of the fish’s mouth. I also lined a couple, and scared them, I
also probably banged a couple flies on the fish’s noggin. Once I got a good cast and was able to
strip that gurgler in front of the Redfish, he finally ate and I was able to land my first sight
casted Redfish. There is nothing compared to feeling a stout Redfish on the end of your line.
Some of the other foibles that happened to me, a knot failed (my fault), also caught my back
cast on some grass by not loading the rod properly. When you get excited and you want to get
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that cast out, don’t forget to feel the weight of the line before you cast forward, sounds basic
but under the excitement I screwed that up plenty. By the fourth day I was casting much
better. I did hook a really nice fish on the fourth day, it was hooked well, and was 25+ inch fish
for sure, the hook opened up and failed. So just because you hook one, doesn’t mean you’ll
land one.

My observations about the whole adventure were this: The guide is critical to success, Rami is a
fabulous guide, he is very skilled at his trade. I was amazed at his knowledge of tidal water
flows, prime tailing conditions, and visual pick-ups of fish that I would never have seen. He is
also skilled poling the skiff, his placement and maneuvering of the skiff gave me the tactical
advantage to be able to have a shot at many fish. He is very concise/precise with his directions
to help you get the visual of the fish. You also have to have confidence in your casting abilities,
there were times when 20’ was a struggle due to the heavy head winds. One of my biggest
lessons was to rely on my experience and make the cast with confidence. The fish will eat the
fly if its presented correctly. I’ll be going back Sept 2021; this is a game that requires
persistence and time on the water. I can’t wait to try this again; it is very addicting.
My sincere thanks to Rami Ashouri for his patience and knowledge, let me tell you, you will not
find a guy that will work harder to make that dream of catching a sight casted Redfish a reality.
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Here is Rami’s info, you will love it!
Saturiba Fishing
Rami Ashouri 904.874.6101
https://northeastfloridafishing.com

